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Last Monday night Keith Henning, Peace Fellow Sabha Delshad and myself attended the Bi District Rotary Foundation Dinner, where Sahba was
acknowledged with her recent Rotary Peace Fellowship as well on the
night our club was recognized as the highest per capita club for donations
to the Rotary Foundation in our District. We still have a long way to go
when compared to our neighbouring District, to do this we need more
members to donate each year to our Foundation. One of the great parts of the Foundation
is that half of the funds donated within the
District 50% comes back as District Grants in
three years time. We have benefited by this
with our trailer to be purchased so our club
can remove graffiti from our community.
The Rotary Foundation is rated in the top 1%
of global Charities with a 4-star rating (the
highest given), so we are all assured of the
high level of governance and integrity of our Foundation.
Our Secretary Joy has sent out the roster for the Christmas tree sales at
Cherrybrook and we need you to send back your shifts. This is our major
fund raiser for the year, so put your name and family, friends down and
help raise funds for the club. These funds support our projects.
We have our Annual General Meeting on 16th December with all positions
being vacant, we now call for nominations for Directors and Official Positions. If you haven't ever held a position before, there is training available
by the District to cover all aspects of each position.
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The bushfires in NSW and Qld are very upsetting and the underlining issue is still the drought. RAWCS has the Rotary Districts Drought Appeal in
place and you can donate via https://donations.rawcs.com.au/42-2018-19
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President Barry Antees

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST
 ShelterBox

11th November 2019
Our Toast
Phil Brophy proposed a toast to commemorate the e-club of Berlin Global, 11th November being the 30th anniversary of
the fall of the Berlin Wall and also the anniversary of the Armistice that ended the Great War.
Graffiti Removal
President Barry said the club had received a district grant for the purchase the graffiti removal trailer. Laurence Wilson
said he had taken his scouts, 25 for morning and afternoon shifts, on a successful graffiti-removal operation on 3rd November, in which his group had used 45 litres of paint. They had painted everything they could reach, using extension
poles when necessary. It made the site a lot prettier but was disappointing to some people who said they had come there
to view that same graffiti. The graffitists, sadly, would remain busy and next year it was anticipated the scouts would use
twice as much paint.
Cycling Without Age
President Barry said he and Rtn Elaine McRory had been to an event the previous Thursday hosted by the Danish ambassador, who had told them about Cycling Without Age that had started in Copenhagen and spread to 47 countries. It was
now starting in Australia. It involved volunteers taking the aged and handicapped on bike rides, involving electricallypower tricycles. The tricycles also had pedals and the volunteers could rely on them as well and use the electricity for
harder patches such as going up hills. It was found to have had a remarkably uplifting effect on the aged and handicapped, to the aged, bringing back memories of their earlier lives. A 97-year-old man had been so impressed he had invited the volunteer to have a glass of wine and had recounted his life story. Barry said there was corporate support, including Bunzl which manufactured paper products, and it had the backing of Cycling Australia.
The movement was already going elsewhere in Western Australia and Sydney’s eastern suburbs. It was suggested it
could start in Parramatta. Barry said a chapter of Cycling Without Age could be formed in Parramatta but we would need
sponsorship. He thought we could look to other Rotary clubs participating and make it a bigger entity
Christmas Trees
PP Phil Brophy said a roster had been drawn up for the Christmas tree sales in December but he needed more names to
go into the schedule. We needed to contact former club members to see whether they might participate. At the board
meeting, it was decided that flyers should be put out for the Woodville Road site, which would operate from 13 th to 15th
December, as well as the Cherrybrook. Banners needed to be put out for the Woodville Road site, which was being run
this year on a trial basis for 150 trees up for sale.

Fun Day Out
PP Natalie Cowell said one thing the club could take up was a train trip out of Sydney to a destination such as the Southern Highlands or the Blue Mountains. Members could join the train at Central, Strathfield, perhaps Parramatta, and have
the day out together, go off at the destination to have High Tea, then make the return trip by train. There were package
deals for groups of five or more people, the prices ranging from $140, to $250 for top-class travel.

Poignant Pictures

Dear Governors

As we are assailed by this unprecedented level and ferocity of bushfire, Rotarians are preparing to assist in any way
possible. I have been at a Rotary function this evening where the proceeds have been earmarked for bushfire relief. I’m sure many of you and your Clubs are asking whether ShelterBox, as Rotary’s international partner in disaster
relief, can assist in any way.
I have, this evening, received the following message of support from the ShelterBox Operations Centre:
It’s been devastating to see the rapid spread of bushfires in Australia. Thousands have been forced to evacuate their homes, and the country is bracing itself for ‘the most dangerous bushfire week ever seen’. Our
thoughts are with all those affected, including our colleagues at ShelterBox Australia.

At this time, we’re not sending a team to provide shelter aid. We’re monitoring the situation closely and will
provide an update if anything changes.

While New South Wales and Queensland have both declared a state of emergency, the Australian Government has not made an international request for emergency shelter. Core infrastructure, like
power, communications, roads, hospitals and schools, is likely to be repaired quickly compared to
other countries.

Our core items – including tents, tools and tarpaulins – are unlikely to be an acceptable solution for Australian families, particularly with temperatures of 40C expected.

Local teams already have good capacity to respond and start the recovery process. This is due to the
high-quality infrastructure, social support, availability of resources, and the preparedness activities
of Government teams.

A similar determination has been made with regard to deploying to the Californian bushfires. Please share this update
with your Clubs, assuring them we are still monitoring the situation. I’ll keep you updated as further information
comes to hand.

Cheers

ROWLEY TOMPSETT CRLSS ASO FICDA JP
Chair
ShelterBox Australia

MEGA CASH RAFFLE
We are getting far too far behind on this raffle and I want to see all members start to
return their sold tickets to Keith Henning.

Odds of 1 in 200 from tickets purchased in the $5,000 mega raffle
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ROTARY
WE CONNECT PEOPLE
Rotary unites more than a million
people
Together, we see a world where
people unite and take action to
create lasting change – across the
globe, in our communities, and in
ourselves.
WE TRANSFORM COMMUNITIES
We take action locally and globally
Each day, our members pour their
passion, integrity, and intelligence
into completing projects that have
a lasting impact. We persevere
until we deliver real, lasting solutions.

